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  Question: 1  

An Administrator wants to present storage to an external non-Nutanix host via iSCSI. 
Which construct should the administrator in configure to create the iSCSI volume? 

 
A. Volume Group 
B. Protection Domain 
C. Storage container 
D. Storage Pool 

 

  Answer: A  
 

  Question: 2  

An administrator is installing license on a newly created cluster. The cluster is behind a DMZ with no 
connection to the internet. 
Which two steps encompass the connect process to install licenses to the cluster? (Choose two) 

 
A. Temporally connect the cluster to the internet and follow process in prism. 
B. Enter the cluster summary file info on a system connected to the internet and download a license 
file. 
C. Copy the license file to a USB drive and upload to the cluster. 
D. Upload the license file downloaded to the cluster. 

 

  Answer: BD  
 

  Question: 3  

An administrator needs to manage VMs from Prism when the cluster is running on ESXi. The VM 
management options in Prism are grayed out and unavailable. 
Which procedure should the administrator complete to manage VMs from Prism when using the ESXi 
hypervisor? 

 
A. VCenter must be registered in Prism. 
B. Prism does not support managing VMs on ESXi. 
C. Administrator must upgrade Prism license 
D. Only Prism Central can manage VMs for ESXi Clusters. 

 

  Answer: A  
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  Question: 4  

An administrator wants to view the total IOPs, read & write IOPs on a single graph in prism 
which type of chart on the analysis is capable of allowing this view? 

 
A. metric chart 
B. entity chart 
C. performance chart 
D. measurement charts 

 

  Answer: B  
 

  Question: 5  

Which options are available when a live migration is performed on a VM in an AOS 5.5 
implementation? 

 
A. The VM can be moved on a different host 
B. the VM can be moved to a different host and a different storage container 
C. the VM can be moved to a different storage container 
D. the VM can be moved to a different (remote) site 

 

  Answer: A  
 

  Question: 6  

An administrator logs in to Prism Element goes to the Network view, and sees the output shown in 
the exhibit. 

 
Which three steps must the administrator take to increase throughput to the host? (Choose three.) 

 
A. Connect the 10Gb interfaces to the physical switch. 
B. Change the bond mode to balance-slb or balance—tcp. 
C. Remove any 1Gb interfaces still connected from the default bond. 
D. Add a new switch to the network and connect 1Gb interfaces to it. 
E. Change the VLAN ID to a higher priority ID. 
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  Answer: ADE  
 

 

  Question: 7  

Which 3 VM components can be monitored in the VM dashboard in prism element (choose three) 
 

A. CPU utilization 
B. I/O latency 
C. Flash mode Capability 
D. Memory Utilization 
E. Network Utilization 

 

  Answer: ABD  
 

  Question: 8  

An administrator is creating a new windows VM in AHV after migrating its data from ESXi 
Which two parameters should be set identically to the VM settings in ESXi? (Choose two) 

 
A. Screen resolution 
B. Host Affinity 
C. vCPU core 
D. memory 
E. VLAN IDs 

 

  Answer: CD  
 

  Question: 9  

Which three drivers are included in the Nutanix virtio package? (choose three) 
 

A. SCSI drivers 
B. memory Balloon driver 
C. USB driver 
D. Video driver 
E. NIC Drivers 

 

  Answer: ABE  
 

  Question: 10  

Which Nutanix Product combines the Distributed Storage Fabric & App Mobility Fabric? 
 

A. Xtract 
B. Prism 
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C. Acropolis 
D. Calm 

 

  Answer: C  
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